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Summer News Briefs
By Joseph Draper

ni President Bruce Howard, Rev Laurence
O'Neil S.J. of the Career Center, Dr. John
Cook resigns as A.D.
J. Boitano, Professor of Psychology, and
On June 17 Donald Cook handed in his Brian Flaherty Vice President of Student
letter of resignation as Athletic Director to
Life for FUSA.
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. President of
The announcement is expected in early
the University. In his letter Cook wrote "I
September.
have sensed a growing conviction within
myself that I had accomplished about all I
could here at Fairfield."
Citing the stability of the program, par- Financial Aid moves to Gonzaga
The offices of Financial Aid were moved
ticularly Basketball, Cook wrote that he felt
that he had "run the full course of new goals to Gonzaga ground in a series of moves attempting to alleviate the serious office space
that were realistic to achieve."
Cook left after receiving an offer to be shortage on campus. Financial Aid moves
the Athletic Director at the University of into what had been the offices occupied by
Hartford. Hartford is currently in the midst Upward Bound. Upward Bound is a federof expanding its sports programs to the Di- ally funded program that assists undervision I level including its basketball team. privileged high school students to qualify
"I saw the ingredients for success there: and enroll in college.
In July this chapter of the program lost
the Hartford Civic Center, their financial
commitment to the program, and the grow- its grant as it failed to achieve the grade of
ing enthusiasm of all the people I met in the 97 out of 100. Acting Director Shane
Gaskins said they received a grade of "96
great city of Hartford." Cook wrote.
Cook's contributions to Fairfield are point something. We missed by a fraction
numerous. A 1963 graduate, Cook was of a point."
Upward Bound was assisting 110 high
coach of the baseball team for 19 years,
winning over 250 games as he built the team school students. The students are screened
into a Division I power. Since 1971 he had at the end of their freshman year. For three
served as Athletic Director. He was also years they go to school on Saturdays from
a founder of the Metro Atlantic Athletic September to May. In addition there is a
Conference and served as its first president. five week intensive program designed to
In recognition of his accomplishments Cook give the students a head start in learning and
was inducted into the Fairfield University discipline in studying.
The program had a twenty year affiliaAlumni Association Athlectic Hall of
tion with Fairfield.
Fame.
Financial Aid had been in Loyola on the
Tamma O'mara was named interim Athletic Director by Mr. William Schimf Vice ground floor. In its place is a conference
President of Student Services. Mr. Schimf room for Student Services to replace one
is in the midst of evaluating the final candi- lost two years ago. Another room has been
dates that were interviewed by a search given over to Campus Ministry to alleviate
committee. The committee was Chaired by space constraints there. In addition Loyola
Steven Jacob (Assistant Provost). Also on students will have the convience of a centhe committee were Tamma O'mara, wom- tral laundry room. It is the last dorm on the
en's basketball coach Diane Nolan, Alum- quad to receive a laundry room.

The famous V-l Sculpture has been replaced another interesting work as of yet unidentified.
[Photo by Joseph Draper]

Hooters Here Sept. 20
by David Wunsch

The Hooters, a CBS recording act, will
perform at Fairfield's Alumni Hall on the
20th of this month.
FUSA, the sponsor of this event, will sell
tickets for the concert from September
fourth to the fourteenth for the price of 13
dollars with a validated Fairfield ID card.
After the 14th, the tickets will be made
available to the general public at a price of
15 dollars.
John Shine, chairman of the Student Entertainment Committee of FUSA, is responsible for the Hooters playing Fairfield. He
feels excited about the prospect of a "premier band" playing the school.
FUSA anticipates a large crowd for the
event, as Kim Hale, a FUSA advisor, put
it, "We expect to sell out." No alcohol will

be served at the concert but FUSA feels that
won't play a major factor in the size of the
crowd.
The show starts at 8pm. An opening act
has been annouced also. Rodney Crowell
will open for the Hooters. The Hooters are
best known for their 1985 release "Nervous
Night."
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70 Supreme Court Case involves University
Cheers

By Fran Kenneally

Cheers to a fantastic orientation... an
army of enthusiastic Juniors showed the
Freshman just what it's like to be a
Stag... to the Roadhouse... for opening up
the school year with a party bang... to being back in Fairfield, Connecticut... it just
goes to show you that it's not where you are
but who you're with... to the many people
who stayed here over the summer working
to make this year the best... Chris Ritchie, Brian Flaherty, Mike Miller and all the
others... to the incoming freshman... the
school says you're smart, talented and
ready... so grab a beer and head for the
beach.

Boos
Boos to the summer... you take forever
to get here and then blow us off. . .what's
the hurry?.. .boos to schedules, books,
mailboxes, classrooms, early first, no parking and everything else which ruins our college career.

New Laser
Printer in
Counseling Center
By Joseph Draper

, If you ever wonder why the names of
Fairfield's buildings differ from the religious (Campion, Loyola) to the nonreligious (Bannow, Nyselius), just look to the
Supreme Court for the answer. Few students are aware of Fairfield's role in a landmark Supreme Court case. This June marks
the fifteenth anniversary of Tilton vs.
Richardson which shaped and continues to
affect Fairfield's future.
This unique story begins with Congress
passing the Higher Education Facilities Act
of 1963 which provided federal grants to
help colleges and universities meet a demand from an increasing number of
college-bound students. The criteria required that a recipient school be nonprofit,
an institution of higher learning, and legally authorized by its state government. Fairfield fulfilled these requirements and
applied for assistance. In the late sixties,
Fairfield received two grants totalling 1.375
million dollars. The University committed
$500,000 to help construct Nyselius
Library and $537,500 to build Bannow. All
this depended upon one crucial rule of law
which demanded that Fairfield "exclude any
facility for sectarian instruction or for religious worship." In short, Congress insisted that no religion - classes or crucifixes
- seep into the use of any federally funded
building. This explains the nonreligious
names given to Bannow and Nyselius. According to the law, a violation of the statutory conditions entitled the government to
recovery of funds.
Enter Eleanor Taft Tilton. Tilton, along
with fourteen other Connecticut residents,
filed suit in United States District Court
against Health, Education, and Welfare
Secretary Elliot Richardson. Tilton viewed
federal funds to colleges and universities
as violation of the First Amendment's free

Seniors and Juniors looking to produce
professionally styled resumes will find the
going much more affordable this year. In
response to the demand of laser printed resumes last year the Career and Placemment
Center has acquired its own equipment to
assist the students. Director Father O'Neil
now has two 512K Macintosh computers
by Apple hooked into an Apple Laserwriter. The laser printer is a near typeset
quality device at a fraction of the cost of
typesetting.
While the equipment will be open to all
Continued on page 4
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exercise claus. Since Richardson's office assumed control over the funds, Tilton sued
him and listed Faifield, Sacred Heart, Albertus Magnus and Annandale as parties to
the suit.
In his book Wall of Separation, Frank J.
Soufler describes Tilton as "having a burning set of convictions, especially about
Catholics." Soufler mentions a letter that
Tilton sent to a colleague in which she felt
that she was forced to do serious damage
to children attending parochial schools that
received her tax dollars. Tilton writes,
"... this violates my conscience as it would
if my tax dollars were used to bind children's feet in the old Chinese manner."
With the stage set, we turn to US District Court on March 19, 1970 which pitted experienced church-state separationist
Leo Pfeffer against famed trial attorney Edward Bennet Williams. Pfeffer attempted
to show that the schools were sectarian by
introducing evidence of religion in courses,
student newspapers, and yearbooks. Williams argued that the schools had fulfilled
all requirements and that no religious coercion existed. Even Fairfield President Rev
William Mclnnes testified that neither students nor faculty members wer judged by
religious requirements. The District Court
ruled in favor of Richardson and Fairfield
won its case.

voted in favor of Fairfield, Sacred Heart,
Albertus Magnus and Annandale.
In his majority opinion, Chief Justice
Warren Burger wrote that ".. .there is no
evidence that religion seeps into the use of
any of these facilities." Burger also found
that federal grants did not purposely advance religion.;He rejected Tilton's claim
of a First Amendment violation because it
was impossible to "... identify any coercion directed at the practice or exercise of
religious beliefs."

"there is no evidence that
religion seeps into the use of
any of these facilities."

To some, however, the outcome of Tilton vs. Richardson was a Pyrrhic victory
which initiated a secularization of Cathol-,
ic colleges and universities. According to
a New York Times article (12/12/71), some
Fairfield faculty members charged that the
removal of crucifixes from classrooms prior to the Tilton trial was an attempt to
reduce Fairfield's religiousness. Futhermore, six months after the trial, University President Rev. William Mclnness
attempted to dismiss a faculty member who
left the Jesuits and the Catholic faith. While
Father Mclnness stated a contractual basis
for his decision, the Board of Trustees felt
Fairfield received two grants
differently. Citing the President's testimototalling 1.375 million dollars.
ny during the Tilton trial regarding academic freedom and Fairfield's lack of "religious
requirements",the Trustees overruled him.
Not to be deterred, however, Tilton apUndoubtedly, the Tilton vs. Richardson
pealed to the Supreme Court. On March 2 case evokes many responses and opinions.
and 3, 1971, Pfeffer and Williams reargued Whether viewed as a tremendous victory
the case before the nation's highest court. for Catholic colleges, or a shameful secularThe stakes were high. If the Court voted ization of Catholic education, Tilton vs.
for Tilton, the government would recover Richardson stands as an important part of
all funds. Conversely, if the Court voted Fairfield's history.
for Richardson, Fairfield would retain all
(Mr. Kenneally was the FUSA President
funds and set a church-state precedent. In 1984-85. He currently attends Catholic
a narrow 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court University Law School.)

Advantages
• THE NEWSLETTER FOR CAREER -MINDED STUDENTS •

MONEY
RECOGNITION
• SELF-ESTEEM

— Officials Needed—
For upcoming Intramural sports
Instructional Clinics provided
No Experience Necessary
Football-Wednesday Sept. 11 pm.
Rec Plex
Working hours are arranged around individual schedules and occupy evening times. The pay rate is
$3.50/hour. We enourage anyone interested to stop
by the Intramural Office located in the Rec Plex and
sign up.
Welcome Back!
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.
9-5:30
Thurs.
9-8

fco**G*

259-1649
26 SHERMAN CT

Precision • Cutting, Perming & Coloring
Expert • Nail and Make-up Application

BEHIND THE FAIRFIELD
STORE

ARE YOU BEGINNING TO THINK ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?
ADVANTAGES is a newsletter expressly for students who want to
succeed in the job market.
ADVANTAGES gives you the benefit of quality career skill advice
from people who are already successful in their fields. Practical, hardhitting advice that comes from experience on topics like Job Hunting,
Networking, Resumes, Interviewing, Reputation, and many more.
ADVANTAGES covers 2 subjects every 3 weeks from October
through May for a total of 20 of the most important topics you need for
your future success. With each one you gain a clear understanding of
another career skill, you get examples of how to do it right, what to
watch out for, and an action checklist to get you started.
. If you want to succeed, start by taking advantage now of the advice
of men and women who have already done it. Of all the learning you do
this year, this might benefit your future the most.
(Detach Coupon)

Get 40% savings with this special risk-free Back to School offer!
While the normal subscription price for ADVANTAGES is $49.95, send in
your check or money order payable to ADVANTAGES postmarked no later
than Sept. 15,1986 and pay only $29.95 for all 20 topics. Not only a small
investment in your future, but a risk-free one: if you ever wish to cancel your
subscription, just let us know and we'll promptly refund your money on all
unmailed issues.
□ YES! I want to start using ADVANTAGES. Enclosed is my payment for
I ] $29.95
[ ] $49.95
(Please Print Clearly)

Name
Address

;

City/State/Zip
Class (Check One): D Fresh

[
■

□ Soph

□ Jr.

□ Sr.

D Grad.

Mail to: ADVANTAGES / P.O.BOX 17076 / HAUPPAUGE. NY 11788
(Please allow 4-6 weeks lor delivery ol your lirst Issue).
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Enjoy everything here
Each year brings a renewed spirit to excell. For the upperclassmen the rituals
of college life will soon be winding down. Many a student has graduated feeling
as if Father Time has slipped them through at warp speed. With a diploma firmly
gripped in one hand but an emptiness entwined in the other.
"Yes I graduated with an English degree but no I didn't do much else." Each
year graduates come back wishing they could recreate special moments and escape for a moment the rigors of a working enviornment. Some may recall the
times working with new found friends setting up for an Oak Room or going on
a picnic with Big Brothers and Sisters. Perhaps you will see one admiring the
mud patch that was once a football field or walking down the beach. Sadly, others
come back grasping at nothing.
Being a Senior or Freshman the fall is the perfect time to give your two cents
to FUSA or to write that perfect column in the Mirror. The Open House held
yesterday shows the unlimited and varying interests available through the University. The freshman will go along way to prove that diversity is the spice of life.
They have the highest average SAT scores. They come from all over the country
and the world. We welcome them and everyone.
One only had to view the enthusiasm of the Orientation staff that hard work
is not all suffering. These people worked so hard because they are proud of Fairfield and they wanted to instill that in the class of 1990. We think it worked.
Participation. The opportunities are endless and the rewards last a lifetime.
Just ask an OA.

i
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Our Policies...
The Board of Editors assumes responsibility for
the writing, articles, layout, pictures, and format. Unless specifically stated signed columns
represent the opinions of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial position of The
Mirror or the views of the students, faculty or
administration.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Joseph T. Draper
Melissa Campanclli
Lisa Boyne

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Associate Editors

David Wunsch
Arts and Entertainment

Submissions

Sports

Submitted articles, photos or graphics are welcome if they are accompanied by the author's
name, address and phone number. Names may
be withheld upon request.

Asst. Sports

•

Photography

Robert Amoroso
Paul Fabbri
Garclh Charter
Andrea Whitehouse

Frank Locke

Graphics

BUSINESS STAFF
Letters

Advertising Manager

Sam Faillacc

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and comments of its readers. Letters To The Editor can
be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror office
in the ground floor og Gonzaga. Letters should
be submitted using the following guidelines:

Advertising Assistant

Moira Conway

Business Manager

Sherri Lamont

Chris Borges
Michael Thompson
Public Relations

All letters must be typed.
Letters should be relevant and timely.
Every Letter must be signed, but names
can be withheld upon request.
Letters deemed inappropriate for publication will be edited or refused.
Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and all libel.
All letters become Mirror property upon
submission and will not be returned.
The Editorial Board's decisions are final.

Production Manager

Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.
Telephone -254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct-255-8802. Layout every Sunday
night. Ad deadline Friday afternoon. The
Mirror is published every Thursday during the academic year, with special editions
published monthly on Mondays by The
Fairfield Mirror, Inc. All rights reserved.
Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror,
Inc.
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Arts & Entertainment
An honest conversation with Walk the West
by Robert Amoroso

Honesty. Billy Joel once called it a most
lonely word. Others find it to be the best
policy. Whatever, Walk the West possesses this entity in their music. It is the catalyst
on their self-titled debut record. The
Fabulous Thunderbirds, another no-frills
but penetrating band, have finally made a
dent for other raw-flavored bands to follow . In time, Walk the West might emerge
as the premier group of this genre. They
were in New York recently to discuss their
story.
Walk the West is a four-piece out of
Nashville. They were anything but simpleminded hicks. Appearing in the Capitol
offices, they seemed out of place, but not
uncomfortable. Lead vocalist Paul Kirby
explains their rapid rise, "We sold out nearly every club in the Nashville area. Because
of this stir, Capitol took a look at us and
liked what they saw." Bassist John Goleman added, "Most of the country is new to
us." Their tour of the clubs will continue
through the fall (Sept. 11 at Toad's Place
with The Nails).
I was asking for it when I posed the "influence question." Drummer and relative
newcomer Richard Ice responded seriously, "I'd have to say that our major influences
are Aerosmith and Waylon Jennings." This
statement is clearly on the money. Walk the
West music contains that cutting edge Aerosmith has held for two decades as well as
the down home feel of someone like Jennings. The fusion calls for a unique, yet successful, blend.
And what went into making such a
record? "Well, first of all, we used NO synthesizers," Kirby stated defiantly. The rest

of Walk the West collectively shook their
heads in agreement. Kirby delightfully
wisecracked."We're not your melodramatic
European two-piece." Indeed, no one can
mistake them for being in the vain of someboby like the Pet Shop Boys. As for
specified cuts, Goleman advised to "watch
for 'Living at Night' and 'Too Much of a
Good Thing ."'
As for the underlying strengh to Walk the
West, Richard Ice explained it simply. "You
have to see us live to realize what we're all
about." He added, "We really try to give
the people a show of pure ability. On a recent gig, I lost seven pounds because I got
so into it."Unquestionably,the LP is only
an implementation of what the band is made
of. After sitting through a self-made
documentary of the band with concert
footage, one could easily distinguish their
intentions. These guys sweat on stage, an
occurrence so foreign to other performers.
But, as we've already exposed, Walk the
West isn't like everybody else.
Discussing musical philosophy was yet
another uplifting topic. "First and foremost,
music has to be played from the heart," Kirby declared. Goleman agreed, "We have to
be honest with ourselves. Your crowd
generally senses when you're just going
through the motions." So true. You can
have all the brains and virtuosity in the
universe, but what does it mean if it cannot
be transposed to a responsive audience?
When there exists a tug-of-war between
heart and mind, the heart must prevail in
the bigger battles.
The refreshing frankness of Walk the
West is a telling-tale to us all. Without
sounding too hoky, they do represent the
spirit of what American music was found-

walk the West: (L. to R.) Paul Kirby, Richard Ice, Will Goleman, John Goleman.
[Courtesy: Alan Messer/Capitol Records]

ed on. The "back to basics" thought pattern
will eventually rub off on the masses. It's
too infectious a pattern to avoid. When
asked about videos, Kirby wouldn't budge
Continued from page 2

students Father O'Neil cautions that this is
not the place to learn how to use a computer.
"Please go down to the lab and practice
there."O'Neil said. The Mac lab is located
in Bannow and is under the auspices of the
Math Department.
The Center has not yet determined a policy of payment but O'Neil indicated that any
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FREE DELIVERY

259-1960
Try our delicious
•
•
•
•

Hot and cold grinders
Our famous gyros
Pizza
Salads

50« e™

Dynamite Cuts

by saying, "We have and will continue to
do them in our own way." More power to
him. And them.
sum arrived at would be a nominal one. "We
will allow the student to print one resume
and as need arises they will be allowed to
make adjustments." The students will not
be allowed to run off unlimited quantities.
Father O'Neil is working out an arrangement with an unannounced print shop in
town to give students a discounted price for
copies.

We have been serving Fairfield
U. for 9 years now. We're just 1
mile away on the traffic circle
next to Goodyear Tire. Open 9
to 9 everyday 'student discounts always given with student I.D.
'Excluding Larry

1342 Kings Hwy. Cutoff • Fairfield
MC • VISA • Gift Certificates

Call 259-5550

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE
WITH THIS AD
Dairy
Queen
WE TREAT YOU

1902 POST RD.,
FFLD. 259-5659
expires 9/30/86

—COUPON—

I
1342 Kings Highway Cut Off, Fairfield
We are across from Carvel at the traffic
Circle in Fairfield...only 3 minutes from Campus.
—Eat in or take out-

HAS THERE EVER BEEHATREAT THIS THICK?
Introducing the BLIZZARD from DAIRY QUEEN,® the most
scrumptious treat ever! Try a BLIZZARD In our new flavors: get a
BLIZZARD made with a Heath Bar, a Butterfinger, cookies, fruit—
the choice is yours. Get carried away by a BLIZZARD soon, at a
participating DAIRY QUEEN® store near you.
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Arts & Entertainment
Van Halen Fumbles Short of Goal
by John Baldwin

Of the 5750 material, "Summer Nights"
was quite nice since Edward didn't miss
a lick. "Get Up" was real raucous, but who
ever said this was a classic? The song stinks.
They sleepwalked through "Best of Both
Worlds." "Good Enough" did not contain
the umph that it captured on vinyl. The encore of "Why Can't This Be Love"(and later
on, Led Zep's "Rock n' Roll") was uneventful and uninspired. As for "Dreams" and
"Love Walks In," I do not like to shell out
money to see Eddie "wail" on his synthesizer.
Simply stated, there just wasn't a timely
mix of old and new. Van Halen, in their

The mighty Van Halen pulled out all the
stops to come up with 5150. The buzz on
the record was intriguing. Many people saw
it as paling in comparison to the days of
"Runnin' With the Devil" or "Beautiful
Girls." Their current tour led them to the
Meadowlands (and eventually New Haven)
with massive hype. What was hailed as a
grand event turned out to be a shockingly
horrid display of entertainment. And do you
know what? It wasn't Sammy's fault.
5750 is a finely produced AOR album.
That's it. Nothing more, nothing less. In
time, the album gets to be a bit of a bore. quest to outdo the Daveman, seemed to
It's so slick and clean, you almost want noth- wash away what they accomplished with
ing to do with it. If you were unfamiliar with their former lead singer. Opening with
this album's material, the show would have
been a lost venture. They played everything "You Really Got Me"was OK for starters,
but material like "Little Guitars," "Dance
from it except "Inside"

Luigi's Restaurant & Pizzeria
AWARD WINNING PIZZA

Try delicious...

5

^P^
mem

• Shrimp Dinners
• Eggplant Parmigiana
• Chicken Piccata *Lasagna
• Veal Cutlet Parmigiana
And of course, all types of
Italian pasta dishes

170 Post Road—259-7816
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
10% Fairfield University Discount

the Night Away,"and "Unchained" were absent from the pack. After awhile, it seemed
almost pointless to call this a Van Halen
show by name. Doing slammy Sammy's
"There's Only One Way to Rock" and "I
Can't Drive 55" were high energy versions
showing Hagar's validity as a mad red rocker. "Panama" was lifeless, further proof that
DLR's shoes to fill equalled his swelled
head.

The concert clocked in at over two hours,
so where did the rest of the time go? The
answer was solos, and it wasn't prett,.
Alex's drum solo was probably the worst
I've heard in ages. He was improving as a
possessed power drummer, but old habits
are hard to break.
Continued on page 10

Wonderous Stories

By Robert Amoroso
Welcome back y'all.. . For the freshmen, this is a weekly column that you will be
spitting at in no time... Now to the news... Universal Pictures has signed to do a
film based on the Flintstones... No joking.. . Jim Belushi is slated to play Fred and
Vanna White (yes, the one who flips lights around) is penned as Wilma. . .The new
Deep Purple album is completed. . . Only the mixing has to be done... When Richard.
Blackmore was asked what the new one is like, he responded with, "It's going to be
a ripper.".. .By the way, Blackmore now resides in Huntington Bay (L.I.), but he
is rumored to be moving to Connecticut.. .Willie DeVille, better known under the
first name of Mink, recently played a private party at the Palladium.. . Seemingly
not a big deal... Maybe until Mark Knopfler showed up to jam for an hour... Among
the tunes jammed were "Romeo and Juliet" and "Hand and Hand". . .The new Triumph album is out and it's real good. . .Rush are more talented than Triumph, but
the latter plays music that counts... Rush needs to lighten up. . . The tickets to the
Hooters go on sale TODAY, but I'm sure you have your tix already. . . Eddie Murphy
has just completed a film titled Golden Child ... His next film project is called Beverly Hills Cop II . . .This begins to shoot after Eddie finishes his current tour.. Supposedly, Sammy Hagar will be doing a solo LP due out in February... Eddie Van
Halen is rumored to be doing some playing on it. .. One must remember that Sammy
is signed to Geffen Records, a subdivision of Warner Bros. (VH's label)... So technically, the Samster is on loan to the band he currently plays with. . . The best movie
I saw this summer was Desert Bloom starring Jon Voight, Jobeth Williams, Ellen
Barkin... Its limited promotion and distribution was a disgrace... For those who were
shocked by WAPP's change of format, you had to look at the latest ratings released
at the end of June. . .In the metro area, they were 13th out of seventeen stations rated. . .Not too sparkling. . .Z-100 finished first; WPLI third.. . Amato Bocchino is
back at this university. . .Thankfully, justice was served. . .Walk the West at Toads
Place September 11. . .1 find Duchess hamburgers to be too greasy. . .I'll stick to
Burger King.. .Are we all finished waving yet?. . .Tempus fugit.
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Big Cheers for the R
Oriental
Another G
By Melissa Campanelii

Each year orientation accomplishes many
things. First of all, it brings a whole new
group of people together, ready and willing to become a part of the Fairfield University's community. Aside from this, it brings
the 250 orientation workers together, giving them an oppurtunity to form great
friendships with people they may never
have met. And third of all, it makes Jeanne
Osborne, Director of the program, Jackie
Mead and Charlie Bergen, co-chairs, and
all the sub-chairs, Orientation Assistants
and committee members a very tired bunch.
Orientation 1986,"Four Years With The
Red , White and You" was no exception.
Everyone involved put in long, tiring hours,
and the outcome was a success; all the freshmen are settled in, and are now ready to
face all the challenges Fairfield will bring
them in the years ahead.
Orientation is a program designed to help
the student, as well as the parent, adjust to
college life. "While Orientation acts as a
tool of confirmation for the freshman, it also
is directed toward the emotional phenomenon associated with the idea of the children
leaving their families and homes," states
Jeanne Osborne. This year the Chamber
Singers welcomed the parents in a special
concert. The addition of this performance
to the program was specifically designed
to bring the parents together as a uniform
group.
"Parents are such a reinforcing segment
of the college experience," Jeanne believes.
Preparing freshman emotionally, socially, and spiritually for the community is
another goal of Orientation. The co-chairs
and sub-chairs designed a program that puts
all of these aspects into balance. Thus, some
activities on the agenda this year were
Father Bill's talk on life at Fairfield, "Red
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d, White and You!
lion '86:
at Success
and White Night," the dance which got the
class together in a social atmosphere, and
the "War of the Roses", which set the freshman and the juniors together in some "down
and dirty" competition.
Ms. Osborne, who has been the director
of the program for the past five years, finds
that each year gets better and better. According to Jeanne, the most rewarding part
of orientation is seeing the first freshman
car pull up and hearing everyone cheer, and
then watching the whole three days unfold
before her eyes. She is also very thankful
for the hard-working people that volunteer
their time each year.
These people are willing to give of themselves. They are giving their heart, not just
a package, out to the freshmen," she said.
And the freshman, along with their parents, are very thankful. Many parents were
very impressed with how organized everything was, while others commented on how
willing all the workers were. One member
of the class of 1990, Frank Murillo, of
Hamden, Conneticut.enjoyed his Orientation Assistant group meeting, and was very
thankful for having all of his luggage moved
into his room for him.
Cassie Petran, of Shewsbury, New Jersey and Liz Zeman of Spring Valley, New
York said they were having a great time,
and that orientation has helped them adjust
to college life. It also gave them a chance
to meet many of their fellow classmates.
"The 33 sub-chairs, Jeanne, Charlie and
I worked long hours all week, but it was
well worth it. The program seemed to be
a big success," Jackie Mead states. "It was
a great experience welcoming the class of
1990 into the Fairfield community. Thanks
to everyone on the committee who volunteered their time and effort. You did a great
job."

photos by:

Andrea Whitehouse
and Joseph Draper
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The History of a Freshman
by L.B.

Part I: Arriving
This time last year I was on a plane flying home from Florida, where I was visiting Erma and John, (Erma is my mother
and she gets really sore when I call her
Erma) I wasted my last three days of summer vacation stranded by hurricaine Elaina
and I was spending my first day of college
on an airplane. I procured about twenty little
bottles of Beefeater gin and Australian wine
as the stewardess rolled by and shared them
with the gentleman sitting next to me. He
was from Texas, but didn't wear a hat, and
shared stories of how his twelve and thirteen year old boys could drive and enjoyed
taking his Cadillac out of state. We celebrated my orientation and his new job over gin
and tonics and cheap wine.
Part II: Orientation
There's not much to tell, I arrived late and
blew off the rest. Maybe that's why it took
me three weeks to figure out early first met
only twice a week because it started twenty
five minutes earlier than regular first, not
because they liked freshman alot at Fairfield and gave us a break by requiring us
to meet only twice a week for calculus.
When my dad asked.me why I didn't do well
in calculus, I told him I missed orientation,
that excuse pulled me through my first
semester.
Part III: More Hurricaines
Freshman year I learned that the hurricaines in Connecticut were just as good as
the ones in Florida. Hurricaine Gloria was
more exciting because everyone who wasn't
evacuated, wanted to be, and those who
were wanted to come over my house and
take a shower. We ran out of hot water before we ran out of beer. Luckily the beer
was luke warm, so we substituted.
Part IV: Making Lifelong Friends
This part was simple. First you join the
MIRROR staff. Then you write flattery;
complementary articles about your buddies
so they can get lots of dates. It's not your
fault if their date pours a beer down your
friends shorts and leaves with an upper
classman, remember you did the hard part.
Part V: Socializing
Probably one of the most difficult experiences many Freshmen have encountered would have to be mingling with the

1. Lie about being a freshman. When I
was a freshman no one ever beleived me,
so I would say "Ha ha, I was just trying to
see if you would run away I'm really a
senior." Most people were overcome with
releif to hear that.
2. Break your foot walking up the stairs
of Canisius and tell everyone who asks you
that you broke it jumping out of a plane
7000 feet in the air. This is a great conversation story and it goes over incredibly at
parties, just make sure you know something
about skydiving before you attempt it.
3. Move to the beach. Being a freshman
at the beach is not only unheard of but it
is unfathomable for many upperclassmen
to comprehend. Beach residents have lucrative status and you can meet all sorts of people at the beach. Last spring I had the mayor
over for dinner at my beach house. He
wasn't big on table manners and I had to
cut up his corn on the cob, because he has
no front teeth. That was O.K. ,he's a great
conversationalist, when we asked him what
he wanted to drink he screamed "I have no
money, but I'll take vodka or beer". I
challenge anyone to a beer chugging contest with that man.
Part VI: The Beach
Unless you are a commuter you may find
some difficulty in moving to the beach.
Heck, you can run away. It's only two
miles. I know my friend Anne would always take in someone who was too bombed
to drive back to campus, or you could always stay with Joe Draper, he has all sorts
of people at his beach house and would
never notice a couple of freshmen. If you
have lots of beer you can stay with the
Mayor and his mom, he lives near the Sea
Grape. If you are really lucky the Mayor
might let you ride one of his Schwinns. You
can ride around and call everyone a scurvy
dog.
Part VII: The Meaning Of It All
That's easy, there isn't any. So don't worry if your not enlightened or your underwear is two sizes too big this week, no one
will notice. Philosophy is for people who
carry more than one implement in their
breast pocket. My advice to all freshmen
is to relax and enjoy yourself. If that doesn't
work you can always major in Biology.

Soccer Looks to Freshman
Fairfield University soccer coach John
Barrett has announced that a number of
scholastic soccer standouts will be attending Fairfield in the fall.
Barrett, who enters his first year at the
helm of the stag booters, looking to turn
around a program that owned a 5-17 mark
last season, is very pleased with his first
crop of recruits. Leading the way are a pair
of top-notch goalkeepers - Jim Kallio of
Medfield, MA and Jason Reynolds of
Chelmsford, MA. Kallio was the three-time
All-League goalie at Medfield High, leading his team to the Division II semi-finals
as both a junior and senior. Reynolds was
also a superb high school keeper, and was
chosen to play for the Massachusetts Select
team.
Heading the list of strikers is Glenn Tyldesley, a All-Central Massachusetts player from Marlboro, MA. Tyldesley scored
a pair of goals to lead St. John's to a 5-1
victory over Lexington for the 1985 Massachusetts State Championship. Also joining the Stag fold are Bill and Mike Peet of
Brentwood, NY. The identical twins were
main cogs on the Brentwood High team, always one of the most powerful on Long
Island.
Barrett was also able to bolster his halfback corps. Pat Leary, a three-sport captain at Wheatley High, near his East
Williston, NY home, is a two-time AllLeague pick at halfback. During Leary's
four years, Wheatley was the State Champion once and runner-up once. Another topnotch halfback heading to Fairfield is Kevin
Hartigan of Thiells, NY, who shined for
an outstanding Don Bosco (NJ) Prep squad.

JVUB'S

hierarchy of socialites here at Fairfield. In
my travels I have discovered several
methods that were quite successful.

Another top defender is James Schreck of
nearby Westbrook High, who earrned AllShoreline Conference honors at his sweeper
position. The three-year starter and team
captain had three goals and four assists this
year.
Barrett is confident that these freshmen
will have a positive impact on Fairfield's
soccer squad, which opens its 20-game slate
at Marist College on Thursday, September
11. scored a pair of goals

Kevin

DELI
Newest & Best Deli in Town
2445 Black Rock Turnpike Fairfield (Next to Swansons Fish Market)
Phone in Orders 374-4411
Mon. - Sat. 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun. 7 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Less than a mile from Campus
10% off w/F.U. ID
Black Rock Turnpike Rt. 58
&
J. Dubs's
2445

Street

>
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xGourmet Dinners
Hot & Cold Sandwiches
Hard Roll
$2.55

with Rice or Pasta of the Day

Club Roll

Grinder

Small 1 pc

Large 2 pc

Jumbo 3 pc

82.75

$3.45

$1.99

$2.99

$3.99

With Fresh, Hoi or Roasted Peppers, Mozzarella or Mushrooms

$2.75

$3.05

Your Choice of Up to
Three of the
Following
Roast Beef, Salami,
Ham, Turkey,
Cappicola, Pepperoni,
Pastrami, Pepper
Ham, Bologna, '
American, Provolone,
or Swiss Cheese, Tuna,
Chicken or Crab
Salad.
With Choice of:
Lettuce, Tomato,
Pickle, Onion, Olives,
Fresh or Roasted
Peppers, Cole Slaw,
Mustard, Mayo,
Horseradish, Russian
or Ranch Dressing

With Fresh, Hoi or Roasted Peppers,
Mozzarella or Mushrooms

$3.85

$2.19

$3.29

$4.39

Hoi Combos

Hot Off the Grill

Sausage

• Chicken Cutlet

Sausage & Peppers

Roast Beef & Cheese

Meatballs

Kielbasa & Kraut

Turkey Breast &
Cheese

Eggplant
,.,,-,.
Veal Cutlet

• Chicken & Broccoli
w/Cream Sauce

Meatballs
Egg & Pepper
Eggplant Harm.
Veal or Chicken
Cutlet Add:
Club % .50
Grinder $1.00

Ham & Cheese

• Crabmeat Scampi
y
• Oven Fried Chicken

Pastrami & Cheese
Corned Beef &
Cheese

* Veal or Chicken Dinners Add:
Large $1.00 Jumbo $2.00

Tuna & Cheese

DUB-LE Up on a Grinder
for Only $2.45 More!
Twice as Much Meat,
Not Twice the Price!

Meat Lasagna Loaded
with Beef & Cheese in
Our Own Sauce

Create Your Own Pizza
Grinder, Choice of (3) Sausage, Bacon, Ham,
Meatball, Pepperoni,
Olives, Onions, Salami or
Peppers Topped
w/Mozzarella Cheese
Club $2.99
Each Additional Item 30«

Grinders 3.59

3.49 w/Bread

Each additional item 60«

Continued from page 9

tentment and happiness, the feeling of moving in the right direction towards a personal
destination which is inevitably hidden from
view. It is there, though, in its abstractness,
ever growing, ever changing.
For the risk of error, which is apparent
and irrelevent (errors become lessons) one
should not sacrifice personal contentment.
Kev, I'll miss ya dude, but it's nice to see
you back on track. Home, heading home.

THE HEALTHY

DUB's SUB

Wheat Bread Stuffed with
Whipped Cream Cheese,
Tomatoes, Cheese,
Cucumbers, Mushrooms,
Sprouts, & Ranch
Dressing

8 Meats - Roast Beef,
Ham, Salami, Turkey,
Cappicola, Bologna,
Pepperoni, Pastrami, Plus
Cheese and Your Choice
of Toppings
$5.59

$2.89

Grinder Only

The Mirror needs
ACCURATE
TYPESETTERS
$3.50/hour
Will train. Please
contact Box AA or
ext. 2417

Salads
Toss Salad
Chef Salad
Antipasto
Salad
Tuna, Seafood,
Chicken

Small Large
Egg Salad
Plate
$1.69 $2.69
$1.69 $2.69
Mushroom Salad
Plate
$2.59 $3.59
$1.69 $2.69
Tex Mex Salad
Plate
$1.69 $2.69
$2.59 $3.59
Your Choice of Dressing

Small Large
$1.29 $1.89

Small Large
Mixed Fruit Salad $1.29 $2.49
Potato, Macaroni
$ .50
or Cole Slaw

$1.00
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A 7-foot heart but still something was missing
By John Courtmanche

"New York, you gigantic concrete slab
you, here comes John Courtmanche." Yea
babe, I'm going to college in Manhattan,
where the breaks are, where the action is.
I won't sleep at night, cuz it's New York
City. I'll keep my wallet in my front pocket, cuz it's NYC. Work? A-train, downtown.' New York City. Grandstand.
That was 1984.1 studied for five months
at New York University and withdrew.
Something wasn't right about my being
there. For $14,000, something had better
be right.

hit a pipe. An R. A. found him lying unconscious on the floor, his seven-foot frame
stretched across the hallway.

Speaking of which, he didn't have to tell
me he played basketball, so he told me why
he played. Football was his primary sport

Sure, Kevin was a little perturbed when, during our visit
to Mexico, all the little Mexican
storeowners would look up and
yell, '^ey, Shor-tee!"
I transferred to Fairfield. Walking into
my dorm room the first night, I found my
His height made life interesting. Once,
roommate asleep. The next morning, I was he was approached by a family named
suprised when he stood and his head almost Adams who on every Halloween dressed
touched the ceiling. "I'm Kevin McLeod," like the Adams Family (from television).
he said. Nice to meet ya. Do you know your That Halloween, Kevin played Lurch.
head almost touches the ceiling?
'Another time, in a record store on Long Is"My Dad's 6 foot 9, my mom's 6 foot. land, Brian Setzer, the famous rock
I'm seven feet tall." He told me he ducks guitarist, approached Kevin looking for a
under doorways. One time, he ducked into bodyguard. Kevin rejected the offer to play
Kostka's laundry room, lifted his head, and basketball at Fairfield.

FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
WE CARRY THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
EASTPAK
Back to School Duffelbags and
Backpacks in Fairfield County!
10% OFF WITH STUDENT ID
1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.
FREE BOTTLE OF NEXXUS SHAMPOO WITH THIS COUPON
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Hairdesign
256-1866

NOW OPEN!

in high school, until he broke his wrist.
Now, football is still his favorite sport, but Once he was approached by a
his injury has kept him off the field. His family named Adams who on
height was a factor in the selection of Halloween dressed like the
another sport. Kevin's basketball career
Adams Family. That Halloween
started during his sophomore year in high
Kevin played Lurch.
school.
And it continues, but no longer at Fairfield University. After three years, Kevin year-round sunny beaches of Southern
transferred to the University of California Cal.). Still, beneath the sunburn, Kevin was
at San Diego, near his hometown of Mira content. He was on the right road, as his
Mesa. Something wasn't right about his be- heart dictated.
Being a transfer student myself, I knew
ing here. Still, it wasn't an easy decision.
He would be leaving many friends. Like how he felt. When I transferred out of
NYU, I felt like I had failed. But after a
me.
month
or two at Fairfield, I knew the deciSee, sometime during the five months we
lived together, I decided Kevin was one of sion was right. For me, home isn't only the
the nicest guys I had ever met. I guess the house in which my family lives, home is
fact that he was exceptionally tall affected something in the heart. It is personal conthe size of his heart.
Continued on page 11

FUSA Cinema Offers Alternative
by Michelle Byrd

A cliche which frequently brings to mind
memories of Mom dragging me by the
pony tail to the museum, the ballet and the
theater is "broaden your horizons." I used
to think Mom meant it figuratively. At college I see it literally expressed as keg lines
lengthen and broaden around the midriff.
One of a mother's duties involves instilling ineradicable guilt in her children. My
mother was such a success at this that even
now I still remember her ravings about my
horizons. Some of you know exactly what
I am talking about. It you want to join me
and lessen your guilt-laden conscious, I
have a solution —films.
Film has become a somewhat overlooked
art form. The majority of mainstream films
offer overworked situations with predicta-

ble outcomes. This isn't to say that some
of America's best pictures don't begin with
conflicts which ultimately end happily. This
year FUSA offers students a choice. Two
film series, so to speak, will be run. Instead
of having films in the Stag-her, this year
the box office smashes that you never get
tired of seeing will be shown on Tuesdays
at 8pm in the Oak Room. These films include The Shining, St. Elmo's Fire and even
a midnight showing of Stripes.
Fridays in Gonzaga at 8pm, FUSA and
the Fine Arts Department offer a selection
of films of international acclaim. These
films showcase some of the world's foremost directors: Hitchcock, Fellini, Bunuel
and Capra. So exonerate that guilt and next
time tell Mom about a classic Hitchcock
film before she can even mention your narrowing horizons.

ALLIItTOrS

HELP WANTED-Sales, Cashier, "And Stock
Posts, available " w/Domestics Housewares store
Flex hrs., Above Are Wages, relaxed at atmosphere call Norwalk Bed & Bath. 853-6224
Ask for Chris.

Ice Cream Manufactory

LIFE GALLERY

1310 POST ROAD (Route 1), FAIRFIELD

Located Next To Fairfield Center U.S. Post Office

255-1188
Visit The Area's Brand New
Q)
PET STORE
Featuring...
TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC BIRDS
ANIMALS
And A Gigantic Inventory
of PET SUPPLIES!
OPEN 7 DAYS
9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

l%

So he told me he was driving back to
California in the summer, for good. As it
turned out, I was able to drive back with
him.
We drove 59 straight hours across
America, alternating the driving, stopping
for bladder and hunger pangs only, as well
as in St. Louis to see the arch, and involuntarily in Utah because Kevin's car died. Finally, we arrived in Mira Mesa. I was on
vacation—Kevin was home.
It showed-he was happy. For three
years he had been separated from his family (he had spent most of his summers at Fairfield, too), and now he was home. Families
are a social structure after all—separation
never complements structure.
Sure, Kevin was a little perturbed when,
during our visit to Mexico, all the little
Mexican storeowners would look up and
yell, "-ey, shor-tee!" And he was a bit disgruntled that his first day on the beach in
San Diego yielded a stinging sunburn(evidence of his three year withdrawal from the

Welcome Class
of 1990

2 Cones for the
Price of One
with coupon
expires 9/30/87

CAR FOR SALE-C650
F.U. graduate many memories, good
shapes 4 door Call Greg 357-0224
HELP WANTED-Sales, Cashier,
"And Stock Pos's, available " w/Domestics Housewares store Flex hrs., Above
Are Wages, relaxed at atmosphere call
Norwalk Bed & Bath. 853-6224
Ask for Chris.

RESEARCH PAPERS
16^78 to choose from—all subjects

70 Reef Rd., Ffld.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

259-6944

OH 800-351-0222
■ll'f^lllW

in Calif. (213)477*226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

-

-
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Cactus World News Offers
by John Winston

I like, and have liked, many Irish acts.
Between Chris DeBurgh, Thin Lizzy and
U2, the country has uprooted some real eyeopening groups. New on the scene is Cactus World News, a new music band with
their feet clearly planted in the right direction. The debut LP, Urban Beaches, is none
too innovating and a bit monotonous. Yet
it is an encouraging start whereby the WLIR
fanatics will embrace it unconditionally.
Cactus World News does, at times, sound
a bit like Bono and the boys. With time, this
will be corrected. But the similarities do
creep in nonetheless. Urban Beaches kicks
in nicely with "Worlds Apart", a tightpackaged tune that was a fine choice as LP
opener. This record does have nearly fortyseven minutes of music so you know that
Cactus World News has something to say.
Another cut that is making some waves is
"The Bridge" which, though not as strong

as "Worlds Apart", does impress. The seven
plus minutes of "State of Emergency" is a
bit much, and while we're on the subject
of overextension, check out "Pilots of
Beka." Lead singer Eoin McEvoy, a
deadringer for Elvis Costello, possesses an
adjustable voice which isn't adjusted enough
here.
If you casually like college-type music
but prefer a more conventional style, I
wouldn't recommend Cactus World News
just yet. When they smooth out a bit and
distinguish themselves, you'll have a bona
fide quartet. Remember, not everyone took
to U2 right off the bat. For the select: indulge. For the apprehensive: forgo.

Fairfierd Mirror

VAN HALEN

(Continued)

continued from page 5

Michael Anthony's bass solo continues
to be the biggest performed joke rock music has to offer. I think it would be fitting
to resurrect the Village People as a backup to this masquerade. Loud, untalented,
and obnoxious, Anthony should stick to his
Jack Daniels.
The grand finale of these massively overblown displays of overindulgence came
courtesy of E. Van Halen. Once a guitar
god, Eddie has let complacentcy command
his success. Still in many ways a master,

he has lost his killer instinct as an axeman.
At this point, he is to be greatly respected.
But being held in awe? Not anymore.
There is a definitive competitition brewing between the Halen boys and the shining Diamond. It's one that should produce
quality music and shows because competition, by nature, is supposed to bring out the
best in all of us. So Van Halen took to the
road first. For all the cities they toured, they
still managed to visit the same town over
and over again: dullsville.

VISIT OUR EXCITING CARD. GIFT & PARTY SHOP
BALLOON DELIVERIES - ALL KINDS! HELIUM RENTALS, CARDS. GIFTS

53.00
OFF

The
Pick-Up
Balloon
Bunch

Any
Balloon
Delivery

On
Reflection

Many Characters j
Limit i
Per Customer

FREE

$595
Cash * Carry Only

-L

FREE

Greeting
Card

One Super-Duper
Helium

Buy 2 Greeting Cards &
Get A Ttiird (Of
Equal Or Less Value)
FREE!

Just For
Stopping By

Balloon
limit 1 Per Customer

All Coupons Expire October 18,1986 • Limit 1 Per Customer

~jto@wii¥¥yiiil§i"

by Robert Amoroso

We're More than Balloons & That Much More Fun!

Duran Duran is a band designed for the
squeamish. Originally having punk influence, the Duranies eventually opted for
a much larger and cleancut audience. But
with all the raps against these flashes who
refuse to dim, they are not the worst band
in the world. Simon and Co. are nothing
earth-shattering, but they're not tragic
either. A clearer insight into Duran Duran's
potential to make gutsy music lies in the
debut record of the offshoot quartet called
Powerstation.
The Powerstation's initial release (1985)
comes equipped with eight compositions
with none of them being worldbeaters. It's
like a movie with a collection of fine supporting actors whereby no one assumes the
lead. Still, the quality here is present. The
breakout single "Some Like It Hot," is indeed a scorcher due to the raw and kinetic
muscle of drummer Tony Thompson's playing. This tune also put Robert Palmer back
on the map as the quintessential ideal of
white boy soul. The surprise is that this LP
doesn't let up. Songs like "Murderess" and
"Communication" have enough flair and
personality to be appreciated. The bass/guitar interaction of John and Andy Taylor is
convincing. A. Taylor particularly smokes
on T-Rex's "Bang a Gong (Get it On)." It
would have made Marc Bolan proud. The
cover doesn't stray too much from the original due to its relentless rhythm. The rest
of Powerstation is reatively happening
product even if the songwriting is a bit lacking. "Go To Zero" is an especially fun one.
Word is out that there will be a second
Powerstation LP with Robert Palmer still
at the helm. That is of course if Tony
Thompson doesn't join Led Zeppelin and
Andy Taylor doesn't fully go solo or if John
Taylor gets married or...

1844 POSt Road, Fairfield • 255-9896
IN NORWALK: 852-1876

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
just fine.
c)

Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you
^fc AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
weekends
J until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
Sunday through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
.immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can helpsave you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to hang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, aQIJOC12224300 r^ . f

Foxy
Locks
Start the year right..
MEN'S CGTS
$10.00

AT&T

It*

The right choice.

1275 Post Rd.
BRICKWALK
Ffld, CT

259-5888

IN KEW HAVEN: 787-1876

©1986 AT&T
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Baseball team adds a dozen to Its roster
Fairfield University baseball coach John
Slosar has announced that 12 players, 11
freshmen and a transfer, will be added to
the Stag roster this fall.
Slosar, who will need to replace six regulars in his line-up due to heavy graduation
losses, feels he has a quality recruiting
class. Heading the list are three pitchersMatt Gardner (Pleasant Valley, NY), Matt
Torrenti (Old Lyme, CT), and Pat Butler
(Bristol, CT). Gardner led Our Lady of
Lourdes H. S. to a brilliant 26-2 record and

the Section One Championship by posting
a sparkling 7-1 mark with a 1.99 ERA.Torrenti earned All-Shoreline League and AllState Class S honors by spinning a 6-3
record and 2.66 ERA for Old Lyme H.S
Butler not only owned a 4-2 ledger and 3.50
ERA for Class L Champion Bristol Eastern,
but also played the outfield and batted. 361.
Behind the plate, where the Stags must
replace all-time homer king Joe Chamo, Joe
Solimine (Pelham, NY) and John Austin
(New Hartford, CTO will be counted upon.

HELP WANTED
• Positions in Card and Gift Sales and entertainers for singing telegrams needed.
• Part-time morning, afternoon and evening positions available
• Excellent pay.
Call Monkey Business 255-9896
1844 Post Road, Fairfield

Burning the midnight
oil may be necessary.
Burning the 2:00or 3:00
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
| answers you want — in time to get a good night's
sleep.
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have
even more potential.
PG12602

Solimine is a transfer from the University
of North Carolina, which has produced outstanding catchers the last few years, while
Austin played his scholastic ball at Northwestern Regional H.S.
The infield, which boasts only AllMAAC shortstop Joe Mancini as a returning starter, should get a boost from four
frosh - Mike Svab (Watertown.CT), Dan
Buhanan (Bristol,CTO, Bob McGuiness
(West Hempstead, NYO and Brian Cleary
(Boca Raton, FL).Svab, a three-sport captain at Watertown H.S., garnered All-State
Class M laurels while Heading his team to
a 17-4 record and the NVL Championship
by hitting .450 with 32 stolen bases. Buchanan, a teammate of Butler's at Bristol
Eastern H.S., is a shortstop who batted .324
and was a Conneticut and New England r
American Legion All-Tournament selec- *
tion in 1985. McGuiness, who played at
West Hempstead H.S., can play both third
and first, while Cleary, a standout at Pope
John Paul II, is a second baseman.
In the outfield, where fleet centerfielder
Ken McGovern is the only returning starter, three rookies will vie for playing time.
Sean Looney (Wayne, NJ),a Wayne Valley H.S. product, David Arnott (Melrose,
MA), who also pitched for Melrose H.S.,
and Darren Fink (Manlius, NY), a gradu-

■
ate of Fayettevill-Manlius H.S., will all try
to fill the gaps in the outfield.
Slosar knows that with the loss of eight
seniors, the 1986-87 Stag baseball team will
be an inexperienced club. He hopes,
however, that with the returnees and fine
recruiting class, he will have enough talent
to improve upon last season's 8-23 mark.
(Bristol,CT), Bob.

Anyone
interested in
writing for the
Sports section,
please contact
Paul Fabbri

Colleen
Murphy
Call
255-6778

That's because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for them — more than for any other calculator.
There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're
getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie.
By the way, if you want more information, just give us a call
at800-FOR-HPPC.AskforDept.658C. W'l^m HEWLETT
WLWM PACKARD
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FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY
THE FIRST THING YOU NEED IS
A HOT NUMBER!

Fairf'ieW

30 MINUTE GUARANTEE
Domino's Pizza® guarantees to deliver a hot, delicious pizza in 30 minutes or
less. In fact, we're so confident that your pizza will arrive in just 30 minutes,
that if it takes even a minute longer, we'll give you $3.00 off your order. Call
now and put us to the test!

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS® FREE.
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.00.

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA.

© 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

